Green Party General Assembly
San Diego, Dec 2000
Decisions Summary
I

Minutes of last general assemblyNo one who reviewed the notes opposed them. Many people indicated that they had not read them, and
were reminded of their personal responsibility to read them and come prepared to the general
assembly. Linda Howard was added as facilitator of one of the sessions. CONSENSED as amended.

II

Consent Calendar

A Clearinghouse budget- CONSENSED
B Coordinating Committee at-large seat- CONSENSED
C Energy resolution- One concern raised- NOT CONSENSED- went back to working group
III

Two-year Plan- Mike Feinstein
It has been discovered through experience that our organization needed to be tightened up. There was
a haphazard process of proposals and decision-making. It was decided to incorporate longer-term
planning.
CONSENSUS reached, with friendly amendments

IV

By-laws change- CC at-large electionsCONSENSUS reached, with friendly amendments. The amendment for setting the election at the first
general assembly of the year was accepted; the amendment for filling vacancies was deferred to the
next general assembly.
By-laws Committee will work out implementing language.

V

Green Party section in the state election code Proposal:
Affirming that the adoption of a Green Party Election code is important, and we want the Electoral
Reform working group to take input given at this general assembly and come back next general
assembly with specific provisions on which we can test for consensus.
There were 4 unresolved concerns- all stood aside. CONSENSUS

VI

Continuing State Party affiliation with ASGP- 2 proposals:

A Reaffirmation of ASGP affiliation
Affiliation- One unresolved concern of Lerner that we are not also affiliating with G/GPUSA- Stood
aside- CONSENSUS
B Delegate representation (if above passes)
Delegate reps. Jo Chamberlain of San Mateo and John Strawn of Santa Barbara were affirmed as reps
to the ASGP. Beth Moore Haines and GPCA Treasurer, Mike Wyman were affirmed as alternates.
CONSENSUS

